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PERSIAN GARDEN PARTY

in his novel Candide, French philosopher Voltaire concludes by writing that it is our duty to cultivate our 
garden. the main idea of this exhibition is inspired by its title and the themes related to all the pieces.

the cultural meaning of gardens aims at understanding what life really is about. gardens symbolise 
hope, growth, paradise but they also provide protection and escape.

it is not merely a garden, but a state of peace and tranquillity.

in fact, the garden for the artists is a creative world and it is the symbol of our highest ideals.

at the same time it represents the conflict in which they are living and explores the bridge of humanity 
between the east and the West and their complicity

the Persian garden was conceived to symbolize Paradise on earth, so here the Persian garden is a 
powerful symbol of life itself and a new generation of culture. it is important to note that the famous 
Persian gardens date back to different periods since the 6th century bc and that it has influenced the 
art of garden design in the west.

this Persian Paradise questions the nature of art and its role in society. it challenges the viewer as an 
introduction to the Persian heritage and history, and to understand how the Persian traditions have 
met western inspirations.

it reveals the view of iranian life and identity and appears like a mirror to the viewer’s imagination by 
looking at contemporary art mixed with traditional art. it is an aesthetically very modern and playful 
Middle east, challenging the conventional perceptions of iran and iranian art.

at the end, what matters is the feeling of tranquillity that the garden provides to the viewer. as rumi 
said in his poetry, the garden becomes a symbol of divine beauty.

"the Persian garden exhibition features the captivating work of 20 iranian 
artists and spans across the breadth of generations in its exploration of 

themes, including love, culture and tradition, while at the same time 
challenging our interpretation of these concepts.

through an experimental and often playful use of media and techniques, 
the viewer is taken on an explorative and powerful journey from the 

orient to the occident (east to west), where ideas and symbols of east 
and west are combined and interchanged. Historical and cultural 

Persian themes are examined against the present day setting of the 
iranian people, and the circumstances of the iranian Diaspora.

Persian garden celebrates the diversity of iranian culture, uniting the old 
with the new. it is a beautiful and thoughtful display of Persian traditions, 

tinged with a sense of nostalgia and longing for the past. the exhibition is 
a demonstration that there is more that connects us as humans culturally 

and emotionally, than that which separates us as and sets us apart.

it is a dedication and a reminder of the transience and permanence of 
our existence, beginnings and endings, and the ever-present renewals in 

our garden of life."

INTRODUCTION PREFACE

“WE mUST CUlTIvATE OUR gARDEN” 
Voltaire, Candide

Hessam KHalatbari & Yassi MetgHalcHi
Nassim Hatam, 

bbc News & World Service journalist
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KARAN A1ONE REShAD
Karan reshad is known as a multifaceted artist with diverse imagery worlds, all woven together as 
a whole body. From his Popart collages and portraits of late 90s to his unique accomplishments 
in what he calls ”Khoshneffiti”: blending the Western graffiti aesthetics with the Middle eastern 
calligraphy (Khoshnevisi)traditions, practiced in the dark tehran nights for years. “alone” considers 
himself as an outlaw rather than an artist. He was the first to start painting illegally on the walls of tehran and it has been 
an ongoing practice for him since early 2003. What reshad has done along with his essays and public activism, has 
had an undisputed impact on a generation of iranian youth and encouraged many to get up and paint the walls. 

gROUP ShOWS(SElECTED)

2015 Urbanart biennale 2015 / Volklingen hutte / Saarbrucken
2012 Public Provocations 4 / colab gallery / Weil am rhein / basel[germany/Switzerland]
2011 Subway Maps / Mathgoth gallery / Paris
 Stencil World / art Monster gallery / Saint louise, USa
2010 Vente Prive / Mathgoth gallery / Paris
 Public Provocations 2 / carhartt gallery / Weil am rhein[germany]
2009 group Show / Seyhoun art gallery / tehran
 Visual Slang iii / Henry art Settlement / NewYork
 Your Kid can’t Do this / group show touring australia
2008 Vinyl Killers / good Foot gallery / Portland,USa
 Spray1387 / arete gallery / tehran, iran
 MOStra Di arte UrbaNa cONteMPOraNea, carugate, italy
 Melbourne Stencil Festival 2008/ Melbourne, australia
 400 Ml , Paris, France
 Parallel of the garden, the college art gallery, University of New Jeresy
 Visual Slang, Henry art Settelment, NY, USa
2007 Spray 2007, Mehrin art gallery, tehran, iran
 resist ,la condition Pablique, roubaix, France
 Process invisible, Street level gallery, Portland, USa
2006 Start Propaganda ii los angeles, USa
2005 Portrait and expression, behzad art gallery, tehran, iraN

SOlO ShOWS

2010 Holy D family / Seyhoun art gallery / tehran
2008 Spray it to the Nation, Mehrin gallery, tehran, iran
2007 i am not POlitical, (Underground Solo show), Kolahstudio, tehran / iran
2006 October 1385, Mehrin art gallery ,tehran / iran
2005 alone / Pain-things, Seyhoun art gallery, tehran 

a1oNe
the Falling Love, 2014 - From the Dots series 
Spray, acrylic on canvas 
100 x 100 cm

a1oNe
Love #4, 2014 - From the red series 
Spray, acrylic on canvas 
100 x 120 cm

Experimentation of expression 
with colors

Complexity of Love: Pomegranate 
symbolizes love and infatuation  
in eastern myths, Iran, etc…  
Love cannot be defined…  
Complex and chaotic
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ghODRATOllAh AghElI 

ghodratollah aghelI
Edition 2/3
2013 - Silver plated brass and engraved 
lcD - 16 x 36 x 73 cm 

He was born in 1968 in Jolfa city, east azarbaijan Province, in iran. after finishing primary and 
secondary education, he seriously started to learn arts from painting and drawing masters of 
Mirak art School of tabriz. His passionate interest in arts and painting convinced him to leave 
tabriz for tehran where he started to learn sculpture techniques under supervision of masters 
of Visual arts center of tehran for four consecutive years, and won grade ii in art and from then on he is working 
professionally and eagerly in artistic fields.

agheli has not only succeeded to hold over 25 solo exhibitions during these years, but also he has participated in 
60 group, biennial exhibitions and artistic expositions in iran, germany, France, england, austria, Ukraine, Morocco, 
Dubai and Qatar.

about 40 monumental sculptures, embossed artworks, urban monuments make up the casework of the hardworking 
artist. His monumental sculptures can be found either in iran’s art museums or private collections.

He is very active in art’s social planning field, as well, for instance, membership of iranian society of sculptors board of 
directors and launching a comprehensive and professional website on sculpture field called, «iransculpture.ir» can 
be pointed out. He is also active in conducting field and experimental studies, analytical searches, setting down 
specialized articles such as «researches on roots of Designs of iranian Kilim», «islamic Designs collection» and «Fifty 
Years of iranian contemporary art» and etc. His One Hundred Years of Modern Sculpture is under publication. His 
collection “Venus in the land of troubles” was presented in 2012. and in 2013, his latest collection «gradual death of 
a smile» put on display in the freelance artist gallery (galleriye tarahan-e-azad).

the latest solo exhibition of sculpture with title collection of “Middle east” was shown in Shirin art gallery in 2014.

History repeating: Miss Iran is pregnant of 
an event. Interior video of this artwork is a 
selection of movies from 60-70s that their 
contents are about social tensions and 
increase social classes of the society which 
predict the occurrences in revolution of 1979. 
This work is a metaphor of today situation.
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AmIRNASER AKhlAghI

2014 amirnaser akhlaghi born in tehran 1988 , b.S. in Microbiology

SOlO ExhIbITION 
2014 «ending point, starting then», Homa art gallery, tehran
 

gROUP ExhIbITION
«Drawing week 3», 
2015 Homa art gallery, tehran 
 Magic of Persia, Dubai

amirnaser akhlaghI “Flag”, 2015 - mixed media on canvas - 80 x 80 cm
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SAhAND hESAmIyAN

A large part of my practice and conceptual concerns 
explore the relationship between Iranian architecture and 
crafts, and their significant spiritual symbolism. 
In doing so, I aspire to present geometry as sculpture itself, 
giving an independent structure to that which has been 
traditionally trapped on to the surface of others. Using 
geometrical forms reminiscent of Persian architectural 
elements and ornamentations I hope to engage the viewer 
with the historical past; connecting them to the origins while 
reproposing it in a new and fresh perspective. For example; 
the contemporary interpretation of the dome, through the 
use of innovative mediums such as plexus or UV powder not 
only gives mutability to the piece, but also explores both the 
internal and external spaces and presents the multifaceted 

relationship between modernity and tradition. A further 
important aspect of my work is its interactivity, which is 
encouraged by the open structures allowing viewers to 
physically engage with the forms and space surrounding 
it that goes against traditional Iranian Islamic architecture: 
often introverted and recondite. 
The aspiration is to extract and sculpt these simple and 
eye-catching geometrical harmonies presenting geometry 
as sculpture; allowing the inscrutable to be accessed and 
admired for all its intricacies and grandiosity. The purpose 
of following this method of expression is to discover new 
forms and variations (with very simple structures and 
components), as well as to present a contemporary 
interpretation of traditional Iranian geometrical shapes. 

birth 1977
2001 - 2007  bachelor of Sculpture, tehran University

SOlO ExhIbITIONS 
2015 installation exhibition “tavizeh”, tehran (Dastan’s basement gallery & Dastan outside the basement (Sam art) 
2014 installation exhibition “Khalvat”, Dubai (third line gallery)
2013 installation exhibition “Sulook”, Dubai (third line gallery, Project Space)
2011 installation exhibition “Memory lives on”, tehran (aun gallery)
2008 installation exhibition “Do You See Me!”, tehran (ave gallery)

bIENNIAl 
2015 the 56th Venice biennial, Venice, italy (iran Pavilion)
 the 4th Sculpture biennial for Urban Space, tehran (ghasr Museum)
2008 the 1st Sculpture biennial for Urban Space, tehran (barg gallery)
2007 the 3rd art, Sport, Olympic biennial, tehran (Olympic academy) 
 the 5th tehran contemporary Sculpture biennial, tehran (tehran contemporary arts Museum) 
 the 8th contemporary iranian ceramic and glass biennial, tehran (Saba cultural center) 
2005 the 2nd art, Sport, Olympic biennial, tehran (Olympic academy) 
 the 4th tehran contemporary Sculpture biennial, tehran (Saba cultural center) 

SymPOSIUm 

2014 Padideh contemporary Sculpture Symposium, Mashhad (Padideh complex)
2009 1st tehran Steel Sculpture Symposium, tehran (barg gallery)
2007 1st tehran international Sculpture Symposium, tehran 
2003 talesh Sand Symposium, talesh
2002 tochal Snow Symposium, tehran (tochal Mountains) 

AWARDS 
the 1st winner of the Padideh contemporary Sculpture Symposium
Finalist for the Magic of Persia contemporary art Prize 
the 1st winner of the 1st tehran Steel Sculpture Symposium 
the 3rd winner of the 1st tehran international Sculpture Symposium 
the 1st winner of the Fajr e Noor exhibition 
Nominee for the biennial tem Prize of the 4th contemporary iranian Sculpture biennial 
Winner of the Municipality Prize of the 4th contemporary iranian Sculpture biennial 

Sahand hesamIyaN
Edition 2/3
Untitled, 2015 
auminum and Paint 
32 x 32 x 32 cm 
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bOzORgmEhR hOSSEINPOUR

IN ThE FIElD OF bOOK PUblICATION

2013  collection of cartoon and comic strip entitled “Shahr e Hert”, 
Mosallas Publications.

2012  the book of cartoons for Press entitled “Dodar”, rowzaneh Publications
2011  the comic strip book entitled: “i am a calf”, Mosallas Publications
2010  the caricature collection entitled “the politicians…”, rowzaneh Publications
2007  the cartoon collection entitled “Stories of an island”, rowzaneh Publications
2006  the comic strip collection entitled “gharoghambl”, rowzaneh Publications
2004  the comic strip collection entitled “Sandwich”, aftabgardan Publications
1999  the comic strip coll. entitled “the adventures of Dolmeh; Dolmeh he who didn’t  

want to stay Dolmeh”, golagha Publications

WORKS IN PRINT

 the collection of works of face caricatures, the collection of cartoons in Press, the collection of spiritual 
caricature entitled “rendestan”, the comic strip collection entitled “Haft Man e Mani”

AWARDS

 Winner of the international festival; “tehran Water”
Winner of the festival; “tehran’s blue Sky”
2007  gold prize winner as the caricaturist of the year form the Persian cartoon website
  Winner of the prize from the grand Visual art’s festival in china
  Winner of the tehran’s international biennial
2006  Winner of best short animation in the city Jokes festival
  Second prize winner Urban press
2003  third prize winner of the international festival “dialogue between civilizations”
1999  Winner of the Press festival

ExhIbITIONS

Participation in several solo and group exhibitions through the years
2014 Solo exhibition at galerie NicolasFlamel “a cartoonist inside a royal Harem”
2013 Solo exhibition at Silk road gallery in tehran entitled “Nasseredin Shah’s wives”
 the making of a tableau with 500 participants at Silk road gallery in tehran

Untitled, 2015 
acrylic on canvas 
100 x 120 cm

bozorgmehr hosseINpour
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AzADEh ghOTbI

i experienced revolution, loss, exile, and the idiosyncrasies of feeling proud of one’s heritage yet 
stateless early in life. i left iran at an age when one is too young to make life-changing decisions 
yet old enough to suffer their consequences. i left behind everything i knew, cared for, and took 
for granted. the “present” and the beautiful prospect its future held were wiped forever at that 
very moment. 

every day that goes by i’m fully aware that a diminishing proportion of my life has been spent in my country of birth 
yet on some intangible level the feeling of kinship to it remains strong. the passing of time has only made me further 
appreciate and cherish the importance of history, roots and cultural ties. Diaspora, statelessness, transience, lack 
of continuity are my “normal”. However, i have found that such experience can bear unexpected gifts of strength, 
adaptability, empathy, and a heightened sense of observation. the cumulative effect of all this imparts and reflects 
itself upon my work. 

azadeh’s work has been exhibited in amsterdam, basel, cairo, Frankfurt, Heidelberg,
london, los angeles, New York, Paris and tehran.

I am attracted to lives that are strongly marked by 
connections, encounters and separation. Each painting 
in the CROSSROADS series is composed of multiple layers 
of colored lines some barely visible, others dominant, some 

continuous, others abruptly cut off; they represent people 
and lives that intersect, connect, enrich each other or fade 
away. 

azadeh ghotbI 
Crossroads 18, 2014 
acrylic on canvas - 100 x 100 cm
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SARA RAhANjAm

1984 born in lahijan, iran
2007 ba of sculpture From Fine art, tehran University

SOlO ExhIbITION
2012 Seyhoun gallery, tehran, iran
2013 Seyhoun gallery, tehran, iran

gROUP ExhIbITION
2014 (city of tales 2) Nicolas Flamel gallery / Paris
 exhibition by iranian contemporary artist, niavaran cultural center, tehran
 the first international art collect - tehran,iran
2013 (city of tales 1) Nicolas Flamel gallery / Paris
 Online auction (seyhoun gallery)
2012 abu Dabih art Fair 
 Persbook iranian art exhibition, House of artist. tehran 
 the 5nd beijing beijing -chin
 group exhibition (Figurative Sculpture),Shirin gallery, tehran, iran
 Sculpture & installation group exhibition, Sareban gallery, tehran, iran
 group exhibition, Under 35 Years, Fravahr gallery, tehran, iran
 group exhibition (the second May tribute to Masoumeh Seyhoun) - Seyhoun gallery-tehran
 7th group exhibition, Small Sculptures, Farvahar gallery
2011 the 3rd international Stone Symposium, tehran
 6th group exhibition, Small Sculptures, Farvahar gallery
 international Sculpture expo and Photo exhibition in russia
 elahe gallery, tehran / iran
 the 2nd Sculpture expo, Shirin gallery, tehran / iran
 Haftan gallery, tehran / iran
 Fine art exhibition, art center, tehran / iran
 ivan Sepid, Karaj / iran
2010 the 2nd international biennial Mediteran in crosia-split
 the 2nd Sculpture biennial for Urban Space, barg gallery, tehran
 5th group exhibition, SMall ScUlPtUreS, House of artists, tehran / iran
 group exhibition Under 35 years, House of artists, tehran / iran
2009 the 1st Sculpture expo, House of artist, tehran / iran
 group exhibition, SMall ScUlPtUreS, House of artists, tehran / iran

Its been more than 3000 years that humankind is 
experiencing social life under dominance of various 
governments who were mostly masculine authorities . 
these governments change and their established rules & 
principles change with them. People who thought that 

these rules are forever suddenly found out that all things 
have changed and they see that all things seem like a 
joyful play by authorities. This process repeats over & over 
like as a carousels while each of us have very short chance 
to sit on its seat.

Sara rahaNJam
Edition 1/3
Carousels, 2015 
bronze & fabric - 32 x 32 x 30 cm
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hAmED RAShTIAN

born in 1984 in tehran
Hamed was a student of pure mathematics at beheshti University, when he became familiar with 
sculpting. He enrolled in sculpting classes of “KargahHonar” institute. that is where he realize-
d,he was talented in sculpting. at the time, having studied at beheshti University for 5 semesters, 
he felt like he had drifted away from what he was actually studying in university. Soon he dropped out and started 
taking independent courses at MaaheMehr private art school in sculpting, history of contemporary art, philosophy of 
art, art history of iran, all taught by elite scholars of the field. after that he spent two years working as Parviztanavoli’s 
assistant. along with other students of tanavoli’s class, they formed the group Ma’koos. With their first group exhibition, 
his professional artistic career started. 

SOlO ExhIbITIONS
2014 “clue-Scratch”, Khak gallery, tehran and Dubai
2011 “them”, etemad gallery, tehran
2009 “there is a Hole”, etemad gallery, tehran
2007 “Dust in the Wind”, Mah-e-Mehr gallery, tehran

URbAN SCUlPTURES
2013 “library”, client: Fereshteh book ciry Store, tehran
 “Untitled-No-3”, DD project, client: private, izadShahr(north of iran)
 “Untitled”, client: the beautification Organization of tehran, tehran (Valiasr ave.)
2012 “Untitled-No.2”, DD project, client: private, izadShahr (north of iran)
2011 “Untitled-No-1”, DD project, client: private, izadShahr (north of iran)

CURATORShIPS
2011 “the Undone” group exhibition, Mohsen gallery, tehran

AChIEvEmENTS
2014 Juries special sight award, international Sculpture Symposium of Padide, Shandiz
2007-2008  Honorary award of the referees at the Fifth biannual Sculpture exhibition of tehran
a member of a.i.S (association of iranian Sculptors)

ACTIONS
2014 Participation in international Symposium of Padide, Shandiz
2013 “action Week With Our iranian Friends” open house working and exhibiting at the same time, Villa Kuriosum institution, berlin
2012 Participation in ribon art center international workshop, Mohsen gallery, tehran

Hamed rashtIaN
Edition 1/10
Queen / King / Pawn, 2015 
from the chess game series 
bronze - 14 cm
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KAmbIz SAbRI 

born april 18, 1967, Kashan, iran
  
b.a. Sculpture 1996-2001
M.a. graphic Design 2004-2007
art teacher, faculty of fine art, tehran University

SOlO ExhIbITIONS
2013 Video Sculpture exhibition, azad art gallery, tehran, iran
 Sculpture exhibition, Khak gallery, Dubai, Uae
2012 Sculpture exhibition, Khak gallery, tehran, iran
2011 Sculpture exhibition, Khak gallery, tehran, iran
2010 Sculpture exhibition, Khak gallery, tehran, iran
2009 Sculpture exhibition, Khak gallery, tehran, iran
           

AWARDS
2011 Selected artist, 6th Sculpture biennial of iran 2011, tehran, iran
 the winner of the Skywards competition, Dubai
2009 the winner of the tehran’s Sculpture symposium, barg gallery, tehran
2007 Selected artwork, Sculpture biennial 2007- toyamura, Japan
2006 Selected artwork, First Visual arts Festival, tehran Museum of contemporary art, tehran, iran
 First Prize of Khoramshahre competition (Sculpture Designing), tehran  
2002 Jury’s Special Prize of the 3rd iran contemporary Sculpture biennial, tehran
 (Juries: arnoldo Pomodoro , David galloway , Marco Meneguzzo)
  the Selected Prize of abbasabad, renovation Project, tehran
 the winner of the «arm designing” competition, iranian Sculptors association, tehran  
2001 the selected artwork, conceptual art exhibition, tehran Museum of contemporary art, tehran, iran

Kambiz sabrI
Unique piece
Front is Just Rear But transfigured 
Jacques Lacan, 2012 
Fiberglass & Mirror
110 x 35 x 35 cm

Front Is Just Rear But Transfigured. Jacques Lacan

رو هامن پشتیست که متحول شده است. ژاک الکان

موزه هرنهای معارص تهران آبامناه 1393 . منایشگاه نو سنت گرایی

»یادداشتی برای اثر »رو هامن پشتی است که متحول شده است

 کارهای ایندوره صربی تشکچه هایی است که با معامری به تلفیقی غیر معمول رسیده است و با گرایش مفهومی جدید که از حال و هوای معامری ایرانی حاصل شده است، هرنمند

.تالش دارد به بازمنایی حافظه نقشهایی منادین از بناهای دوره های تاریخی ایران برسد

 تشک اولین جایگاهیست که انسان از زهدان مادر به آن پهلو میزند و آنرا مکانی برای آرامش خویشنت می یابد. در ادامه تشک همواره پذیرای ماست تا تجربیات غریزی و

.احساسی خود را داشته باشیم

 تشک مکانی برای آرامش ، تصمیم گیری و آینده نگری ، عشق و زایش، رویاپردازی و خیال و بسیاری از احساسات دیگر ماست و درنهایت نیز به احتامل زیاد روی یکی از آنها

 دنیا را ترک میگوییم. آنچه بارز است تشک جایی برای جنگ نیست. درحقیقت کامبیز تشک را از نظر معنایی به مثابه دنیا تجسم میکند و آرزو دارد که دنیا نیز جایی چنین باشد

 برای انسانها. از نظر فرم نیز تشک یکی از زیباترین تضاد های برصی را داراست. با فرورفتگیها و برجستگیهایی مطبوع که به فیگور انسان نیز شباهتهایی دارد، همچنین فرمهای

.شکسته و منحنی نیز در کنار آن بیشرتین جلوه و خودمنایی را خواهند داشت

 اما قسمت میانی، از نقش آجرکاری های کوفی بنایی در دیواره های بناهای سنتی ایران از عرص سلجوقی تاکنون الهام گرفته شده است. همچنین با یک گردش منظم هندسی 360

.درجه ، راه پله های بسیاری از مناره ها و راههای پشت بام بناهای اصیل ایرانی را به ذهن متبادر میگردد

 فرم تشک در ترکیب بندی با فرمهای میانی از یک سو به لحاظ برصی زیبایی این حجم را تامین کرده و سوی دیگر ارتباط بیانی میان حال و ارزشهای از دست رفته و نگاهی

.نوستالژیک به معامری و بنا، بعنوانی مکانی برای زیست انسان، برقرار میکند

.از درب حیاط که وارد میشوی ، نقش میانی بسوی توست و با گردشی کامل نگاه تو را به ساختامن اصلی هدایت و اشارت میکند

:نام اثر در توازی کامل با شکل و معنای آن، از روانشناس و فیلسوف معروف » الکان« گرفته شده است

»رو هامن پشتی است که متحول شده است«

 این جمله حکایتیست که انسان و بسیاری از پدیده ها در جهان هستی دارند. تحول و تغییر و تکاملی که الزمه زیست و رشد است و کنایه از تقابل دو روی یک سکه دارد که

 گرچه گاه بسیار متضادند اما به یک چیز واحد تعلق دارد که متحول شده است. این معنا ما را به واژه هایی چون دور و نزدیک، غریب و آشنا، بازنده و برنده، غرور و تواضع،

.خامی و پختگی، رش و خیر ، بد و خوب ، نفرت و عشق و ... رهنمون میگردند

 کامبیز صربی مجسمه سازیست که در تالش برای پیدا کردن معنا و مفاهیم نوستالژیک انسانی به جستجوی او و فضاهای زیستش در حال و گذشته میرود و پیش بینی هایی نسبت

.به آینده دارد و عنارص فورمال هرن را با نشانه هایی از زندگی برشی در هم می آمیزد و در نهایت ساختاری جدیدی از همه عنارص موجود خلق می کند
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mAhmOOD SAbzI

born in ahwaz, iran, 1955, He earned a bachelor of Science in agricultural engineering at the 
University of shahid chamran( Jundi Shapur) in1976. 
Sabzi’s early works were primarily realistic, exploring the historical and cultural themes of his ho-
meland.  His desire to study modern art led him from iran to germany in1985, and eventually to 
the United States in 1991. Mahmood Sabzi has held numerous solo and collective exhibitions since 1987 through the 
United States, the United Kingdom, germany and Japan and his works are permanently housed in the collections of 
los angeles county Museum of art (lacMa) and the tehran Museum of contemporary art, iran. Many of his works 
have been published, including « enduring Mysteries «  - collected works of Sabzi 1999 (text by abbas Daneshvari, Ph.D. 
Professor of art History, cSU, los angeles) and « Memories « - collected works of Sabzi 2007 (text by carlo lamagna, 
chair, Department of Fine arts , New York University).
the works of Sabzi, in one sense, underline the incongruities of the east-West spheres. On the other hand the works 
also show that various disparate visions and concept can be brought together seamlessly, if and only if, one is the 
inhabitant of both worlds. in so many ways  Sabzi’s paintings represent  the  cultural and the counter cultural forces at 
play in our hybrid and multi-cultural world.  

mUSEUm PARTICIPATIONS
las Ollas Museum of art  
1993-1994  Fort lauderdale, Florida, U.S.a.
lowe art Museum,                 
1994 Miami, Florida, U.S.a.

mUSEUm COllECTION
tehran Museum of contemporary art, iraN
los angeles county Museum of art (lacMa), U.S. a
Qatar Museum of islamic art Doha, Qatar

My art stands for my heart and my heart is both in the East 
and the West. I am not a diligent planner but forms flow 
out of me and always after the fact, I notice how much 
of me is intertextual and intercultural. Most of my works lie 
somewhere between memory and dream; between my 
emotions and my rational perspectives. In my works objects 
of various characters merge and conflate and become 
new forms while each maintaining its original integrity and 

character. I am also attracted to the epic structures of both 
the East and the West. I find the signs that define a culture 
highly interesting and often I wonder if these signs are real 
or just the concoctions of our fantasies. What people often 
do not understand about my works is that my paintings 
are  not just the conflations of various cultural signs  but 
also the deep sense  of the exile and above  all, the idea 
of alienation and of loss.

Mahmood sabzI
East is East West is West, 2015 
acrylic, gouache, Metalic Paint, gold leafs on canvas 
Diptych 153 x 122 cm (each) 

Mahmood sabzI
Inversion, 2015 

Mixed media on canvas
153 x 122 cm 
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EINODDIN SADEghzADEh

einoddin, Sadeghzadeh
born on 16 February 1966, babolsar, iran

EDUCATION
2009 PHD in art
2001 M.a in illustration
1994 b.a in graphics

ExPERIENCE
Faculty Staff and professor in Shahid rajaee university, tehran, iran
Professor of iranian calligraphers association
Member of iranian Painters Society
Started working professionally on calligraphy since 1985
Focusing mainly on calligraphy in modern and classic
Using different techniques and work with variety of materials
the founder of using of tar in calligraphy in iran

INTERNATIONAl AND NATIONAl AUCTIONS AND mUSEUmS
2014 tehran, iran, tehran auction
 london , england, bonhams auction
2013 london, england, bonhams auction 
2012 tehran, iran, tehran auction
2009 Dubai, Uae, christie’s auction, Magic of Persia
Keeping works in the art museums of iran, United States of america, Qatar.malaysia
algeria art museum  

einoddin sadeghzadeh
Untitled, 2015 
tar and ink on canvas 
100 x 150 cm 
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NIlOOFAR SAlEhI

born 1985, tehran

EDUCATION
bachelor of arts in Handicraft, alzahra University, tehran

certificate of Sculpture, Mahe-Mehr art and culture institute
Under the supervision of Parviz tanavoli

Jewellery Design certificate, Mehe-Mehr art and culture institute
Under the supervision of Parviz tanavoli

ExhIbITION
2015 “Pop up” ariana gallery, tehran
 “Wearable Sculpture”, Parviz tanavoli & Zarak group Seyhoun art gallery, tehran
2014 “Few Scenes From Paradise” atbin art gallery, tehran
 “city Of tales 2” Nicolas Flamel gallery, Paris
 exibition of Sculptures, by Mr Parviz tanavoli & his student, Niavaran culture centre, tehran
 “ city Of tales” Nicolas Flamel gallery, Paris
2013 “tehran art Walk”, iran-Netherlands & iran-France, Frindship associations, Saed abad Palace,tehran
 Oriental Design Week, Fuorisalone Sarpi bridge, Milan
 exibition of Sculptures, (the Society of iranian Sculptors), iranian artists Forum, tehran
 exibition of Sculptures you can wear & small sculpture, Zarak group Mahe – Mehr gallery, tehran
2012 “a master and His Student” by Mr Parviz tanavoli & his student , Dar al Funoon gallery, December, Kuwait
2011 the 10th contemporary iranian ceramic and glass Pottery and ceramic biennial, tehran
2007 the first Womens pottery exibition iran, Niavaran culture centre, tehran

Yesterday’s reality was the bird, the flower and their togetherness
Today’s game is to eliminate the bird from the claw and to adorn the nail with the flower

Niloofar salehI Edition 4/5 - Gol o morgh, 2014 - bronze & enamel - 34 x 26 x 23 cm

حقیقت دیزوز، مزغ بود و گل و همکناری

بازی امزوز ، حذف مزغ از پنجه و بزک گل بز ناخن
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mORTEzA ShAbANI

born in 1980, tehran / iran

Sculpture faculty of Fine arts, University of tehran
Member of sculptor artists society of iran

2013 Design and construct an urban statue (rainbow) 
2012 Design and construct an urban statue (cedar and tulip), tehran
 Selected work in the third stone symposium of tehran, Palace Museum garden
 Selected in the beauty metal wastage symposium of arak
2010 the third sculpture person of oil industry research institute of tehran
2009 and 2013  Selected in Virtual arts of Fajr Festival
2009, 2012 and 2014  Selected of biennial urban statues, Municipality of tehran
2007, 2008  Selected in two periods of Sport, art Festival, Olympic of tehran
2007 First rate of Motahhar Hekmat Festival of tehran
2006 Second rate of snow statues Festival of iran celebritites, Saad abad Palace 
2005 Selected the fourth sculpture biennial of tehran 
2004 First individual statue exhibition, institute of culture of arak

attending in several annual Festival of «small statues», House of artists
Design, constructs and install several urban statues in tehran and cities 

Morteza shabaNI
Edition 5/5 - Im Cyrus, king of world, Great King / Darius II, 2015 
electroforming copper & bronze – 60 x 25 x 25 cm

aPaDaNa eliXir

What’s the reason behind our being ?
Reminding of former beings ?
It may be one of the thousands of reasons.
The idea of these works was formed in the National Museum 
of Ancient Iran by praising the unknown artists of Persepolis 
Apadana Palace and recalling the great civilization of 
Persia in visiting the works numerous times.
How is it possible to translate the standing glorious structures 
located on every corner of the world’s most prominent 
museums in today’s modern language ?

A representation of the inside of the most serious era of 
Persian sculpture; A contemporary approach to inspired 
literature by Persian myth and wisdom. Utilization of a 
handwriting coming from graphic values of Persian Cursive 
Nastaliq and contemplating on their ritual and somehow 
philosophical concepts.
Griffin, Winged Lion, St. Raytheon with animal body and 
the glorious body of Darius the Great have each been 
created under a mass of Cursive Nastaliq Siah Mashqs 
as a translation of Achaemenian cuneiform. The statues 
exhibit the pictorial identity of Apadana Palace, with an 
imagination of pure feeling of “being an Iranian”
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lIly ShAmS

lily Shams was born in iran. She is a graduate of Sorbonne University in Paris with a degree in 
Fine arts. Following a career in fashion, she moved to New York and pursued her career as a 
make up artist in films and television. She had her solo exhibition and group exhibition in Seyhoun 
gallery in los angeles in 2007, 2009, and 2010. in addition, she had several private and group 
exhibitions in los angeles, New York and Paris. She is working on her painting/drawings and Sculptures collections in los 
angeles. lily Shams’ representation of traditional iranian symbols, imagery and caligraphy on contemporary clothing 
has produced a true fusion, one in which neither part looses itself or is made to compromise its essence in any way, 
and the result is a casual yet lavish new style that is original, suggestive, and feminine.

There are two series of paintings.
Series of « Darkness » & « Brightness » 

These 2 Paintings represent the « Brightness » series.
With the appearance of science, literature & wisdom  

I’ve created the series of Brightness.
The Helmet is the symbol of masculinity 

The Feather is the symbol of feminity
The Pen is the symbol of wisdom

 Poems by Persian poet Ferdowsi

lily shams
Iron & Feather 1, 2014 - From the bright series 
Watercolour on museum paper 
70 x 50 cm

lily shams
Iron & Feather 2, 2014 - From the bright series 
Watercolour on museum paper 
70 x 50 cm

>
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AlI ShIRAzI 

ali Shirazi, was born in 1960 in Shiraz. He started learning calligraphy since 1974. after receiving the " 
Distinction " certificate from the iranian calligraphy Society, passed the complementary educations 
at the presence of Professor gholamhossein amirkhani, the Senior Master of the iranian calligraphy 
Society. Shirazi worked for a while as the Head of esfahan calligraphy Society and immigrated to 
tehran in the year 1988 and was elected as the member of the high council of the iranian calligraphy Society.

ImPORTANT ACTIvITIES AND WORKS:
45 calligraphy works existing in Presidents and Kings palaces throughout the world.
100 works written with inscription pen (35mm) existing in imam ali museum of tehran
30 works existing at the islamic culture and communication Organization 
10 works existing at tehran Quran Museum
Organizing 20 individual exhibitions inside the country and abroad, in countries like:

• greece, tajikistan, Dubai, Qatar, Morocco, Kuwait
Organizing several lectures and workshops in countries like:

• emirates, Morocco, Kuwait, iran, tajikistan, greece
being Judge and Secretary at several calligraphy festivals in iran
Membership of the evaluation council of the iranian calligraphy Society
receiving the Master certificate from the iranian calligraphy Society - 1999
teaching calligraphy at the iranian calligraphy Society and the other artistic centers of the country since 1981

PRIvATE mUSEUmS AND COllECTIONS 
Sharjah museum
Qatar museum
Private collection of Dr. Mohammad almar - Dubai
Private collection of Mr. al-Oveys - Dubai
Private collection of Dr. anvar gharghash - Dubai
Private collection of Mr. Jome-almajed - Dubai
Private collection of Sheykh Hassan bin ali ale Saani - Qatar
Private collection of Dr. Mahfouzi - tehran

WINNINg ThE FIRST AWARD IN ThE CAllIgRAPhy FESTIvAlS SUCh AS
the first award of calligraphy festival in 1985 - iran
the first award of calligraphy festival in 1986 - iran
the elected award among the winners of the first award in calligraphy festival of the islam's world - 1996 ali shIrazI 

Untitled, 2015 
acrylic on canvas 
150 x 150 cm
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ANEh mOhAmmAD TATARI

born: 1956, gonbad Kavoos ,iran
M.a.P in painting, azad university, tehran, iran
teaching in tehran universities

More than 70 exhibition (individual & group) in:
england, France, italy, Portugal, Venezuela, Jordan, armenia, india, iran, U.a.e. Switzerland , Morocco

PRESENCE IN
2010 14th asian art biennale bangladesh
2001 10th triennale india
1990 tehran biennales since

AWARDS
 2006 Winner of “4th biennial of contemporary Painting” of the islamic world tehran - iran
 2005 Winner of “Qoran” international Festival of Plastic arts tehran - iran 
 Selected and winner of “Sobh e Sadegh” Festival of plastic arts tehran - iran  
2004 Winner of “Porsesh Mehr” Festival of Plastic arts tehran - iran
2003 Winner of 2nd biennial of contemporary Painting of the islamic world tehran - iran
 Winner of 1th Festival of Plastic arts tehran - iran
2000 Winner of the 3rd National Festival of Plastic arts. isfahan - iran
1996 Selected in the 3rd  biennial (2nd) of iranian Painting, tMca. tehran - iran

my PAINTINgS IN mUSEUmS TREASURy
Works in british Museum. london, england
Works in tehran Museum contemporary art. tehran, iran
Works in Jordan library
Work in Switzerland embassy. tehran, iran
Works in the iran academy of arts. tehran, iran
Works in emam ali Museum. tehran, iran

aneh Mohammad tatarI 
Untitled, 2015 
Mixed media on canvas 
110 x 96 cm
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lEylI TAhERI

1981 tehran-iran
Sculptor - Jewelry designer - Painter - interior disigner - architect

2015 Sculpture exhibition - icaM - Monaco
 Permanent sculpture exhibition - Melal gallery - tehran

group sculpture exhibition
2015 MS art expo - Mahe_e Mehr gallery - tehran
 group jewelry exhibition-Seyhoon gallery - tehran
 Sculpture exhibition - raad art expo - tehran

group sculpture exhibition
2014 «Useless Machines» - Mahe_e Mehr gallery - tehran

group sculpture exhibition
2014 «Haft Negah» - Niavaran cultural center - tehran

group art exhibition
2014 « city of tales 2» - Nicolas Flamel gallery - Paris
 group jewelry and sculpture exhibition - Mashhad
 Sculpture exhibition - «recycling» - Niavaran cultural center - tehran
 group sculpture exhibition - Niavaran cultural center - tehran
 Sculpture exhibition «contemprorising the Myth» - Niavaran cultural center - tehran
 group exhibition «city of tales 1» - Nicolas Flamel gallery - Paris
 group sculpture exhibition - apadana art gallery - isfahan

group sculpture exhibition
2013 «Homage to the Poet» - Shirin art gallery - tehran-
 group jewelry exhibition - tehran

group jewelry exhibition
2012 Dar al Funoon gallery - Kuwait
 group jewelry and sculpture exhibition - Mahe_e Mehr gallery - tehran
2011 group jewelry exhibition - Mahe_e Mehr gallery - tehran
2006 group Painting exhibition - Farhangestan_e Honar - Saba art gallery - tehran
 group Painting exhibition - Mansooreh Hosseini gallery - tehran 

leyli taherI 
Edition 2/5
Baagh e doosti   
Garden of Friendship, 2015 
tribute to Sohrab Sepehri
bronze - 38 x 19 x 20 cm

 روزي

خواهم آمد،وپيامي خواهم آورد

دررگها،نور خواهم ريخت

....

آشتي خواهم داد

آشناخواهم كرد

راه خواهم رفت

نور خواهم خورد

دوست خواهم داشت
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AlI zAEEm

born 1968, tehran, iran
2000 M.a, graphic Design Faculty of art, azad University,tehran, iran /1992-1996 learn Painting 
under Professor aydin aghdashloo /1992 b.a, chemical industry azad University,tehran, iran
2000-2011  teaching Position in a Number of Fine art University: Srttu, soore, azad University

SOlO ExhIbITION 
2014 etemad art gallery 
2011 Seyhoun art gallery, tehran, iran
2008 iranian artists Forum, tehran, iran

gROUP ExhIbITION 
2015 Fish & coral Niavaran cultural center
 Happy Days, Nicolas Flamel gallery, Paris 
 association of iranian Painters annual exhibition, iranian artists Forum  
2014 Vitrin, iranian artists Forum, tehran 
2013 Professors of Soore University, imam ali Museum 
 2th Painting & calligraphy-Painting annual exhibition, tehran, iranian artists Forum 
 three generations of contemporary iranian artists , art center gallery, tehran 
2012 Sarcasm, golestan art gallery, tehran 
2011 art center gallery, tehran 
 8th Painting biennial, Museum of contemporary art, tehran  
2010 Ukrainian artists forum, Kiev 
 Museum of contemporary art, tirana,albania 
2009 3th international biennial of islamic World, tehran  
2008 11th international islamic arts, Sharjah, Uae
2006 First World award of Monotheistic religions, tehran 
2005 22th international graphic biennial,berno 
2004 golestan art gallery 
1996 4th Painting biennial , Museum of contemporary art, tehran  
 

AWARDS 
appreciations from academy of art & Design, Kiev, Ukraine

ali zaeem
Sweet, 2015 
acrylic on varnish patent artificial leather
120 x 160 cm
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ADEl yOUNESI

1985 born in Hamedan, iran
the third youth art festival (first prize) 13th iranian visual arts (first prize)

ExhIbITIONS
2014 galerie Nicolas Flamel, Paris, France (solo) 
 Sheila art gallery, tehran, iran
 isphahan today, isphahan, iran
2013 Dastan’s basement art gallery, tehran, iran 
 Sheila art gallery, tehran, iran
 etemad art gallery, tehran, iran
 aun art gallery, tehran, iran
 Opera art gallery, london, UK
2012 Homa art gallery, tehran, iran
 Seyhoun art gallery, tehran, iran
2011 Melat art gallery, tehran, iran
2010 Silk road art gallery, tehran, iran
 Mohsen art gallery, tehran, iran
 Henna art gallery, tehran, iran
 Henna art gallery, tehran, iran (solo)
2009 Steps art gallery, london, UK (solo)
 assar art gallery, tehran, iran (solo)
 Shirin art gallery, tehran, iran
2007 Mahe mehr art gallery,tehran, iran
 Mahe mehr café gallery, tehran, iran (solo) 
 Mahe mehr art gallery, tehran, iran (solo) 
2006 elahe art gallery, tehran, iran
2005 elahe art gallery, tehran, iran (solo)
2004 Sheys art gallery, tehran, iran (solo)

adel youNesI
memories of stone flowers, 2015 
acrylic and oil on canvas 
300 x 200 cm
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AlIREzA mASOOmI

'Today, in societies similar to ours, questions have been replaced by repetitive mannerisms so much so that they have 
become an epidemic substituting the social values. 
This ignorance of questioning values in turn has deemed Time's role in understanding and demanding change 
redundant.  
Modern Art, through its very nature of modernizing and materializing social values and aspects of everyday life, 
provides a venue for the audience's mind to go further than the repetitive mannerisms and start looking at social 
issues portrayed in the artwork with an astute and aware mind.  The more the artist uses delicate and mindful forms 
depicting the complicated social values and idiosyncrasies, the more minds will awaken upon coming in contact 
with the artwork, in turn creating a wave of consciousness, questioning the reasons why certain traits have become 
epidemic and their role in it all...
Alireza Masoomi has brilliantly unveiled some of the everyday nuisances, allowing his audience to stand at a safe 
distance and gaze upon them, all the while forming the 'why' within our minds. 
Alireza Masoomi's art has been able to simplify and give form to everyday mindless routines (such as a bus on its way 
to Freedom stop), allowing us to concentrate on repetitive actions performed without much thought throughout the 
day, often rushed and greedy in its social settings of grabbing 'more' for ourselves even if it's only the metal bar on a bus.'  

Hossein Maher
January 2013

alireza masoomI
Unique Piece
Untitled, 2015 - From the Freedom series 
Mix media: glass / aluminum / acrylic / pvc 
151 x 35 x 9 cm
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